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NS/PS Exclusive 

Holian Election Fraud leaves Rockefeller, 
Agnelli Vulnerable 

June 25 (NSIPS) - Proceeding with a pre-announced 
computer scenario intended to establish "ungovernability" 
as the all-pervading fact of Italian political life, FIAT 
financial-industrial emperor Gianni Agnelli, with the 
direction and aid of Rockefeller U.S.-based "private" in
telligence agencies,. rigged the June 21 Italian general 
elections. Increasing the vote of the Atlanticist wing of the 
ruling Christian Democrats (DC) and the Atlanticist-led 
Communist Party (PCI), Agnelli arranged wholesale vote 
fraud against the three principal anti-Atlanticist forces in the 
country: the Mancini wing of the Italian Socialist Party 
(PSI), the European Labor Party (ELP), and the �nti
Rockefeller DC faction of Budget Minister Guilio Andreotti. 
which lost parliamentary seats amid the overall increas:" in 
DC strength. 

The intended immediate result of the election rigging is 
political chaos. Because the.· DC, under the whip of 
Rockefeller-Agnelli stooge Ugo La Malfa and "private U.S. 
citizen" and former Treasury Secretary John Connally, 
conducted its campaign on a strictly anti-Communist basis. it 
is now impossible for the DC to agree to governmental 
participation by the PCI, the only possibility for a majority 
government coalition. By significantly "punishing" both the 
PSI, whose leader Mancini has been in the forefront of Italian 
resistance to Rockefeller banks. and the pro-development 
Andreotti faction in the DC. a DC-PSI coalition for an anti
Atlanticist government does not appear to have a sufficient 
electoral base. 

The manufacture of this "ungovernability" set the stage 
for major Rdckefeller-Agnelli operations aimed at crushing 
the anti-Atlanticist forces and rushing Italy into fascism. 
Were Italy alone in its plight of -catastrophic indebtednt:ss to 
the New York banks. and were the European Labor Party's 
small but critically influential cadre not present, this police
state scenario associated with terrorism and related in
surrectionary wrecking operations against Italy's political 
institutions would have a high probability of success. 

As it stands, there remains enormous potential, based on 
the willingness of PCI workers to rally to a development 
program demonstrated by the ELP campaign and the 
growing international movement toward a new world 
economic order. for an immediate post-election drive by pro
development forces to crush Agnelli and usher Italy out of the 
collapsing dollar empire altogether. 

The Vote Fraud 
Working through the Interior Ministry under Francesco 

Cossiga, an Agnelli intelligence operative, Gianni Agnelli 
with the aid of U.S. agencies had a Honeywell computer 

. programmed to produce precisely that improbable pattern in 
"vote returns" which Agnelli-linked press identified well in 
advance as necessary to ensure a condition of "full 
ungovernability" in Italy. Honeywell is the U.S.-based 
corporation owned by Sperry Rand, a major financial angel 
for Marcus Raskin's Institute for Policy Studies' global 
terrorist networks. used by Agnelli throughout the election 

. period. 
• 

The Honeywell program directed the Honeywell computer 

to interpret the votes of the Italian population for two specific 
ends. First, a significant blow was directed at anti- . 
Rockefeller PSI leader Giacomo Mancini. The PSI, which 
left itself open by failing to campaign publicly on a com
petent development program which Mancini is otherwise 
known to support, lost 2 per cent of its electorate, falling from 
an approximately 12 per cent-vote in 1975 regional elections 
to 10 per cent on the June 21 Interior Ministry print-out. 
Second, the ruling DC was granted a 3 per cent absolute vote 
increase in an ostensible "mandate" to continue in power. but 
stay clear of the Communists. With the meddling hand of 
former Texas Governor John Connally, operating in tandem 
with Rockefeller's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board 
through his own Citizens' Alliance for Mediterranean 
Freedom, the DC was cajoled into basing its campaign 
almost exclusively on anti-communism. 

Simultaneously, the Honeywell computer granted the 
Italian Communist Party 0 under CIA agents Enrico 
Berlinguer and Giorgio Amendola a significant relAtive 
victory by increasing the PCI vote to 35 per cent, only 3 
percentage points below the DC. The Berlinguer-Amendola 
clique, in continuous consultations with Agnelli at the Rome 
Institute for International Affairs, campaigned on a demand 
that they be admitted to the government to implement a 
fascist austerity program dedicated to payment of Rocke
feller debts (the so-called historical compromise). 

The vote granted to all smaller parties was miniscule, but 
Rockefeller's own Republican party under Ugo La Malfa, 
whose percentage of the vote remained stable and main-

o tained this wrecking crew's credibility for optional use in a 
likely minority government. 

The European Labor Party, whose campaign exercised 
powerful direct influence on PCI working-class S\lpporters 
and a catalytic influence on the action of the Mancini
Andreotti forces, was granted a tiny fraction of its expected 
votes, despite the confirmed public estimates of all sources 
that in an honest election, the party was likely to win at least 
one seat in the Chamber of Deputies - the equivalent of 
80,000 votes. _ . .  • •  

The ELP overall received a mere 5,435 votes, well below 
the lowest predictions of even the contrived straw-polls of the 
Agnelli press. The fraud was in fact so blatant in Turin, a 
major northern industrial center of considerable ELP 
strength and powerful campaign presence, that the ELP 
votes actually decreased as more and more polling places 
reported. With returns in from 1291 precincts, the ELP had 
588 votes; when 1574 precincts had reported, the ELP had 690 
votes; with returns in from 1645 precincts, the ELP vote 
suddenly plunged back to 587! 

Ndtably in those areas outside of Turin, Milan and Rome, 
areas where the ELP did not campaign, Rockefeller-Agnelli 
neglected to arrange a fraud with the result that a sur
prisingly large vote, indeed greater numbers of votes were 
reported than in the regions of heaviest ELP support and 
organization! 

In the national returns, the Sperry Rand-Honeywell 
computer broke down for a significant period during the vote 
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, .. 
count;... emibling analysts to get returns for a time directly 
from reporting precincts. These unlaundered returns were 
sent out over national news media. The media, however, 
suddenly began wildly contradicting this "direct precinct" 
reportage of several hours' duration, sharply adjusting their 
vote reports precisely at the point that the Honeywell com
puter started operating again. The contrast is typified by the 
Turin vote-juggling in the ELP case. 

In response, the European Labor Party will present the 
bard evidence of fraud in Italian courts of law. The ELP suit 
will contain the demand that the election be invalidated, and 
a new honest election held, with full details of the exposure 
and legal action being made public at a press conference in 
Rome today. 

The Cbaoa Scenario 
The Rockefeller-Agnelli group now has several precarious 

options they can pursue toward a police state and genocidal 
austerity. 

Barred by its Honeywell "mandate" from forming a 
majority government with the PCI, the Christian Democracy 
cannot form any majority government at all abiding by the 
-election results. It does not have sufficient strength either 
alone or in coalition with any conceivable array of minor 
partjes to form a government. It is certain therefore that a 
minority government will be formed - or as the Agnelli 
press has repeated daily for weeks, a situation of "full 
unKovernability. " 

The most likely solution according to press sources 
associated with Gianni AgnelIi is a minority government 
between the DC and La Malfa's Republicans, with a 
technocrat as opposed to a politician assuming the 
premiership. Corriere della Serra, La Stampa and II Gior
nale have editorialized in favor of such a technocratic 
solution, with Nino Andreatta the most common name 
mentioned in connection with the premiership of such a 
government. 

Andreatta is not a politician. He is a pro-fascist private 
intelligence operative and retainer of Gianni Agnelli, among 
whose non-political accomplishments may be listed his role 
in founding Trento University, the brainwashing center 
through which the murderous Red Brigades terrorist gang 
and other intelligence agency countergangs (Lotta Continua, 
et al.) were produced. Such organizations are now being 
deployed for the Rockefeller-AgneIIi current insurrectionary 
operations against the Italian Republic. 

More. recently, Nino Andreatta functioned as Agnelli's 
economist in drafting the overtly fascist austerity program 
submitted to the government on behalf of Premier Aid!} 
Moro. The program is fully endorsed by the intelligence 
agents dominating the Berlinguer-Amendola Central 
Committee of the PCl. 

Other Italian press, notably AgneIIi's Repubblica, have 
reported on the probability of a deal between Moro and other 
political factioneers. Such an arrangement constitutes a 
second AgneIIi option. In one version of this deal, Moro would 
assume the Presidency of the Chamber of Deputies, PCI 
parliamentary fraction leader Paolo Bufalini would a.o;sume 
the Presidency of the Italian Senate to display PCI support 
"without portfolio" for a DC austerity government, with the 
Premiership going to an Agnelli operative, Francesco 
Cossiga, the current Minister of the Interior. 

For a period of weeks Cossiga h�s effectively functioned as 
head of the Italian government in exercising extraordinary 
police powers called into play by RockefeUer-Agnelli 
destabilization operations during the pre-election period. 
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Cossiga, the cousin of PCI leader Berlinguer, is implicated as 
an imlictatile defendant in' Agne.lli's Red Brigades and 
related terrOrism, which he has used to flood terrorist hit 
areas and cities with Carabinieri special police, creating 
martial law conditions. Cossiga has exercised these police
state powers since the early May earthquake dis�ster in the 
Friuli region of nothern Italy, which providecJ a .pretext for 
NATO occupation of the region in conjunction with popula
tion control operations coordinated by his Interior Ministry. 
The supervision of election rigging through the computer was 
Cossiga's immediate responsibility. 

A TemporarJ Solution 
, Whatever the solution selected for an Italian' government, 
it will be regarded by Nelson Rockefeller and Gianni Agnelli 
as identical to the temporary solutions represented by the 
Bruening and Von Papen governments of 1931-33 Germany, 
the intended outcome - the establishment of a fascist state. 

According to the same Agnelli press sources which report 
the various minority government options, any coalition will 
be permitted to rule for only a brief period, in a climate of 
escalating Agnelli-controlled terrorist deployments of the 
sort which have disrupted Italian political life for months. It 
will be followed by a "then-justified" military take-over or 
other form of police state, or less likely, a PCI entry into the 
government to police a broken working class preparatory to 
an avowedly fascist regime, as in more "Chilean" type 
models. 

Target: Mancini 
Significant follow-up operations are now being directed by 

Rockefeller-Agnelli operatives to isolate and crush the 
principal pro-development forces in Italy, most importantly 
Giacomo Mancini and his hegemonic pro-development 
faction in the PSI. To date, the response of Mancini to these 
overt wrecking operations against his party have been 
dangerously naive. 

Ricardo Lombardi, a PSI left faction leader and a Rocke
feller-Agnelli operative since the post�World War II days of 
Allen Dulles' Action Party, has announced through a fac
tional lieutenant, Claudio Signorile, the' formation of a 
"Movement of Opinion" in alliance with II Manifesto, a 
countergang whose split from the PCI in the late 1960s was 
orchestrated by Agnelli's Cattaneo Institute. The new 
movement is seen by Rockefeller as an umbrella group for 
countergang mobilizations around fascist "quality of life'" 
issues, and is publicly intended as a wedge to convert the PSI 
as a whole into such a "Party of Opinion" emphasizing 
"quality of life" and "civil liberties" issues (e.g., for abor
tion, military "democracy," prisoners' rights, homosexual 
rights, etc.) - the sort of program currently promoted by 
Italy's "Radical Party," an Agnelli-spawned operation 
which garnered 2 per cent of the vote in the June 21 Interior 
Ministry computer print-out. 

Were Giacomo Mancini to capitulate in any way in terms of 
program to this Lombardi maneuver, the PSI would be 
quickly destroyed as an anti-Atlanticist force in Italy . 

In a public statement published in Corriere della Serra, 
Italy's newspaper of record, Mancini denounced a 
"technocratic" government and called instead for a DC-PSI 
(Mancini-Andreotti) coalition; simultaneously, however, he 
stated that the PSI lost votes because of its failure to ally with 
the Radicals, who had sought such electoral alliances before 
June 2l. Mancini's ingenuous statement was made after 
several Agnelli newspapers e4itorialized to the effect that the 
PSI vote setback was due to the party's loss of its image in 
association with the so-called democratic liberties - ex-



plicitly referencing the grab-bag of fascist "small group" 
self-interest demands P!lt forward by the Radical Party. 

. 

:, A complementary source of pressure on Mancini is 
reflected in an article yesterday signed by Guiffreda in the 
PSI's own Avanti newspaper. If the PSI does not become a 
"fighting force" around "quality of life" issues associated 
with· the . subversive Lombardi "Movement of Opinion" 
tactic, the article warns, then the "lumpenproletariat" will 
rise up ·on their own "as they did in 186ft" The Italy of which 
Guiffreda was writing was not 1968, but the Italy of 1922, of 
Mussolini's March on Rome. 

Related feature articles on the "degeneration" of Italy's 
youth have been carried in Corriere della Sera in the days 
following. the elections, and AgneUi's Repubblica has 
reported that contrary to the government's pre-election 
admissions, Italy's real unemployment rate has now been 
acknowledged at 2,000,000, or more than triple the former 
number, by ISTAT, Italy's bureau of labor statistics. 

Mancini is thus being offered the carrot of a fascist 
"quality of life" program of his own, or the stick: the spectre 
of fascist mobs ravaging the nation. 

ELP Emerges Strong 
From Wiesbaden, Wet Germany, Lyndon LaRouche, the 

Presidential candidate of the U.S. Labor Party, has issued a 
statement identifying the obvious course of action available 
to Mancini, Andreotti and other pro-development forces. 
"Now above all other times, is the time to move to mobilize 
all of Italy behind you! .. . Now is the time to move in the 
way we have discussed earlier," LaRouche advised. "At this 
time, since Nairobi and the Vancouver Habitat conference, a 
majority of the developing sector's po�ulation is on the verge. 
of declaring an immediate financial debt moratorium ... . 
Do not be afraid of what Rockefeller might do in reprisal .. . 

the entire Atlanticist monetary system will go. Once that 
occurs, the U.S. <minus Henry Kissinger at State) will be 
leading the pack of nations establishing a new world 
economic order based upon the International Development 
Bank." . 

.. 

As LaRouche· specified, the ELP campaign.turn� a . 
plurality of regdjar PCI-supporti$g wo.rkers· to the ELP in 
Turin and Milani �ring many votes as well from ateas 
well outside the party's·areas of organized penetration. The 
ELP campaign decisively demonstrated the wisdom of ELP 
recommendations for action to Mancini et al. by· demon
strating that the bunch of scoundrels who head up the 
Communist Party are ';, actually in the midst of a 

. hemorrhaging process and cannot control or claim the true 
loyalty of Italy's working masses. A clearly defined cam
paign now by pro-development political forces, adopting the 
ELP debt· moratorium and development program, would 
rapidly steal away the working class from the PCI leader
ship, and deal the Rockeft;!ller-Agnelli machine a blow from 
which it need never recover, placing Italy in the forefront of 
the push for a new world eConomic order. 

The Agnelli-Rockefeller decision to defraud the tiny ELP of 
its vote perfectly well signifies the potential that now exists. 
One or two ELP deputies in; parliament, the quite probable 
result of an honest electionr would not only have given the 
ELP the sort of organizational visibility which would be 

. extremely dangerous to the mass-base field organizations of 
the PCI, but would destabilize 'aBerlinguer's control over a 
significant number of PCI parliamentary deputies, ·otherwise 
decisively altering the balance of parliamentary powers by 
catalyzing pro-development sentiments of these and DC and 
PSI deputies as well. Rockefell�r, Agnelli, Cossiga, et al. 
determined to defraud the ELP for fear of the DC, PSI, and 
the working-class base and dissident cadre of the PCI, suf
ficient proof of what now can and must be done. 

The ELP is launching an organizing drive to consolidate its 
actual voter-strength throughout Italy, with the included 
objective of setting up new local chapters in the area south of 
Rome to Naples where, despije no ELP campaign presence, 
the absence of vote fraud revealed Significant voter support 

. to the extent that "invisible" organizers for the ELP not now 
formally associated with the party inevitably exist. 
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